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Fragrance
meets artistry,

Stories Unfold in Scent



Introducing Karnataka Aromas' High Impact Ingredients, where 
quality meets innovation. Explore our curated selection of 
premium high impact ingredients designed to elevate your 
formulations and captivate the senses. From captivating 
fragrances to tantalizing flavours, each ingredient is 
meticulously sourced and crafted to inspire creativity and 
deliver exceptional results. Experience the difference with 
Karnataka Aromas, your trusted partner for excellence in flavour 

and fragrance.

karnatakaaromas.com



Awaken your senses with the essence of Humus Ether. Its earthy, green, mossy, and woody notes evoke the tranquillity of a 

forest floor after a morning rain. Let its natural, powerful aroma transport you to a world of freshness and renewal.

RHumus Ether
Odour: Earthy, Green, Mossy, Woody
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Filbertone
Odour: Hazelnut, Nutty,
Nougat, Roasted

Experience the rich persuasion of Filbertone — an essence reminiscent of hazelnut, nougat, and roasted delights. With its nutty 

aroma, elevating fragrances, chocolates, and candies creations will reach new heights of indulgence. Revel in a tale of 

decadence and delight.





Transforming the flavor and fragrance industry through the premium range of natural citrus-based ingredients curated 

through the fermentation process. Savor the ultimate range of innovative, cutting-egde, natural aroma ingredients and 

surrender to the critic splendor! IS
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Dextramber
Odour: Amber, Woody, Dry, Powerful

A symphony of amber, woody, and powerful notes is the captivating charm of Dextramber. It transforms your everyday rituals 

with its versatile aroma, infusing laundry bleach, shampoos, and antiperspirants with a touch of timeless elegance. With 

Dextramber, add a touch of sophistication to any application.
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Iris Nitrile
Odour: Floral, Iris, Orris, Green

Step into a world of floral elegance with Iris Nitrile—an exquisite blend of iris, orris, and green notes. its enchanting aroma 

transports you to a fragrant garden in full bloom, where every scent tells a story of timeless beauty and sophistication.
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Matsutake Acetate
Odour: Herbal, Fruity, Mint, Floral

HIGH
IMPACT

The ethereal essence of Matsutake Acetate is a delicate blend of herbal, fruity, mint, and floral notes. From herbal-lavender 

fragrances to floral-violet accords, experience its versatile essence in the fragrance industry.  The scent transports you to a 

place where nature's bounty meets artistic expression.
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Sultanene
Odour: Fruity, Pineapple,
Pear, Plum, Jackfruit

Sultanene is a tantalizing blend of fruity delights, including pineapple, pear, plum, and jackfruit. Enhancing natural effects and 

enriching tropical fruit fragrances, it adds depth and volume to floral compositions. Its lush aroma will take you to sun-kissed 

orchards in a whiff.
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L-Muscone
Odour: Musk, Powdery, Animalic, Sweet

HIGH
IMPACT

A harmonious blend of musk, powdery sweetness, and animalic warmth is the timeless charm of L-Muscone. Its versatile 

essence adds elegance and depth to fragrances, infusing them with a delicate, warm muskiness. Let its enchanting essence lift 

your spirits and define your signature scent.
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